The pattern of home-to-work linkages in urban areas is affected by household mobility decisions. This paper describes a dynamic stochastic simulation model designed to illustrate the effects of mobility decisions on urban structure. The major feature of the model is the representation of household changes in employment or residential locations or both. The sequential process of the decision to move and the search for and selection of new location is specified. The role of accessibility in this process is an important consideration in the model, which allows quick execution of simulation experiments. Experiments consist of alternative input assumptions involving factors such as city size, numbers and locations of job centers and dwelling units, initial pattern of home-to-job linkages, moving rate, and importance of accessibility in selecting new locations. Two types of experiments are presented. The first examines the dynamic properties of the model by varying the initial pattern of home-to-job linkages and the mobility rate. The major conclusion is that there appears to be an equilibrium pattern of home-to-job linkages that is independent of the initial configuration and mobility rates. The second type of experiment involves the variation of the importance of accessibility in the mobility decision process. The results show that the pattern of home-to-job linkages varies in the expected way with changes in the decision process.

The pattern of linkages between residential and employment locations in urban areas and the changes in this pattern over time are the result of many complex economic and social processes. To isolate the contribution of each by looking at the total patterns through time series or cross-sectional analyses is difficult, if not impossible. An alternate approach is to study theoretical models that deal with a small number of processes, or a small part of the problem, at a time. Data and theory must finally agree, of course. In attempting to model the effects of the processes on urban structure, one must make simplifying assumptions in order to make the problem analytically tractable. The nature of the assumptions is dictated by the purposes of a particular modeling approach.

The purpose of the present modeling effort is to examine the effects of accessibility-based household decision rules on the changing structure of prototypical urban areas. The emphasis on accessibility is consistent with numerous previous studies and also facilitates an examination of the transportation requirements for urban areas. The model is a dynamic stochastic simulation model that processes household location decisions sequentially within a given time period. Each time period represents a fraction of the population making intraurban mobility decisions, i.e., residential location changes, employment location changes, or simultaneous home-job changes. An additional objective of the modeling effort is to generate a basis for conducting controlled theoretical experiments, the purpose of which is to examine questions such as stability, statistical variabilities, and observability of urban relationships. These issues are important for linking theoretical results with empirical data.

Much simplification of the socioeconomic details such as the distributions of household and dwelling unit types over the urban areas is allowed in order to sharpen the
model's focus on the accessibility-based choice decisions. The central issue is how household decision rules affect the overall state of the hypothetical urban system. Simplification allows the model to be processed over many time periods at fairly low computational expense and thus facilitates examination of the dynamic aspects of urban areas.

A primary concern of the modeling effort is the existence of constraints at both the household and urban system levels. In regard to the former, the dynamic aspects of the model implicitly incorporate three constraints: those on the search for new residences; those on the available choices, which are limited by the number of vacancies in a given time period; and those implicit in the competition among households for the available dwelling units. All of these constraints potentially lessen the pure effects of accessibility in the household decision rule. There appear to be dynamic equilibria at the systemwide level that are determined, in part, by the nature of the household location decision rule. This implies that planned changes in the urban structure that are inconsistent with the underlying decision rules are unstable. Therefore, effective planning policies seem to be constrained by basic household behavior.

BACKGROUND

Since the emphasis of the present study differs from that of much previous work, the methodological approach also differs. Of the two major categories of previous work, the first emphasizes the description and analysis of the spatial patterns of urban areas, usually in an atemporal manner. Studies of this nature often develop and apply spatial interaction concepts such as accessibility (1, 2, 3, 4) or intervening opportunities (5, 6). Although many of these models yield fairly rich spatial detail for particular urban areas, they usually do not explicitly consider the household decision processes that generate the macrolevel patterns.

The second category of previous work focuses on explaining household spatial choice processes. Of particular interest for this study is the examination of intraregional location choices. Studies of this nature have used various methodologies and have arrived at conclusions that differ according to the disciplinary perspective of the study. Some studies, such as Lerman's (7), hypothesize an economic explanation of location choice. In these studies, home-to-work accessibility is implicit in transportation costs. Other studies focus on the search process involved in moving. In these studies the key accessibility concept is often the accessibility of potential new homes to the old home, rather than home-to-work accessibility (8, 9). A third type of study emphasizes the effects of household characteristics and/or reported reasons for moving on the actual decision to move (10, 11, 12, 13). These studies seem to indicate that accessibility is a relatively unimportant reason for moving.

Household, dwelling unit, and neighborhood characteristics are cited much more frequently. However, there is evidence that actual behavior of households is consistent with an accessibility hypothesis (14, 15).

Recently there have been a few notable efforts to explicitly incorporate household choice behavior into models that represent spatial and hybrid of the two categories (16, 17). Often these efforts are consistent with economic explanations of spatial choice. Further, there is some attempt to dynamically represent the urban structure. However, such models have had fairly detailed spatial descriptions, have been specific to a particular metropolitan region, and have not been explicitly concerned with the sensitivity of spatial patterns to changes in behavioral assumptions.

In addition to the importance of accessibility, two other important issues are encountered in previous work. First, it is possible to distinguish between optimal versus nonoptimal decision processes. At the household level optimality is implicit in the conventional utility maximization assumption of economic models. In contrast to this are explanations involving a three-phase decision process: decision to move, search, and selection (18, 19). These explanations do not rely on optimality assumptions in the sense that there are usually constraints in the search phase that inhibit the selection of the optimal location. Systemwide models allocate activities based upon some optimality criterion such as welfare maximization (8, 16, 20, 21) or some other planning goal such as systemwide travel minimization (22, 23, 24). In contrast to the optimality at a systemwide level are models using an accessibility allocation rule that is not explicitly optimal (1, 4, 25, 26).

The second issue involves the role of home-to-job linkages in location choices. Consistent with monocentric spatial models (27), most economic models assume that job location selection occurs before residential location choice and that the latter depends on the former. On the other hand, job location is not explicitly considered in explanations that hypothesize search processes dependent on the old home. Both explanations ignore the possibility of changes in job location without changes in residential location. Recent empirical evidence suggests that such a location decision may also be important (28, 29).

The various possibilities are summarized in a classification scheme suggested in a review article by Senior (30). The entire population in an urban area in a given time period can be classified as nonmovers, job changers with fixed residences, residential movers with fixed job locations, and simultaneous residential and job movers. It is apparent that the usual employment-centered residential choice assumption ignores some types of moves.

SIMULATION MODEL

The basic model represents a highly idealized prototypical urban area. No attempt is made to classify households or dwelling units; therefore, zonal demographic and individual characteristics remain unspecified in the simulation process. The random component of the household location choice process allows potential effects of household behavioral and characteristic differences to be realized without explicit specification.

The urban area is represented by a rectangular array containing housing and job center locations. In general, the relative spatial separation between the cells of the array may be manipulated through topological transformations to reflect actual spatial patterns and/or transportation systems. Each residential location contains a small number of identical dwelling units. The distribution of dwelling units among locations can represent any desired density, although most of the simulations accomplished to date have used uniform densities. Similarly, the size and location of job centers can be specified in any manner, although there is no differentiation by job classification.

At any given time the structure of the urban area is represented by the distribution of job locations for residents of each residential location. Using this basic information, it is possible to develop various systemwide summary statistics such as the distribution and moments of the distribution of home-to-work distance.

The dynamic properties of the model are a result of the representation of changes in employment and residential locations over time. The essentials of these processes are represented in Figure 1.
In addition to accounts of the temporary and final states of the urban system, the dynamic model contains three major components. The first of these is the generation of the number of movers for a particular time period. This number is selected randomly from a Poisson distribution with expected value equal to a fixed proportion of the population. This proportion can be interpreted as a mobility rate for a given time period. There are two interpretations of this mobility rate. First, higher or lower rates may represent higher or lower mobility propensities for a time period of fixed length. Alternatively, increases or decreases in the mobility rate may represent decreases or increases, respectively, in the length of the basic time period. Operationally, the two interpretations are indistinguishable.

The remaining two major components capture the essential elements of the hypothesized household location choice processes. These processes are consistent with previous work suggesting a sequential decision process that involves a decision to move, a search process, and a selection process rather than the individual or systemwide optimization procedure.

The representation of the decision to move is the first of these components. Consistent with some of the survey research findings on decisions to move (10, 11, 12, 13) and also with the Morrison concept of the existence of a hypermobile population (31), the decision to move is assumed to be determined by household or environmental characteristics and to be independent of home-to-work accessibility considerations. This strategy is also consistent with that used in other recent dynamic models (16, 17). Since the present model does not distinguish among these types of characteristics, the location of households making mobility decisions is identified randomly as suggested by Harsman and Snickars (20).

The identification process involves two random processes. First, the location of the household is selected randomly from all possible locations. Then, the household is classified probabilistically by the type of mobility decision: job change only, residential change only, or simultaneous job and residence change. The classification probabilities are established as input parameters. This procedure continues until the previously established households have been identified and classified. Movers are accumulated by mobility type in a regional pool to await subsequent processing.

The last major operational component represents the search and selection processes. There are two levels of sequential processing. First, individual households are randomly selected from the mover pool and randomly assigned to either available house or available job locations. The procedure is somewhat similar to that used by Mason (17), although this process is random while Mason's process prioritized households by income. Second, individual households drawn from the mobility pool and assigned to initial locations sequentially encounter housing or job opportunities. They make an acceptance or rejection decision based on a preselected choice function that usually specifies that the probability of acceptance decreases with an increase in the city block distance between the potential opportunity and the relevant home or job location. The role of accessibility in the choice function is consistent with economic explanations of location choice and with some survey research findings suggesting that, while accessibility might not be important in the decision to move, it may be an important consideration in the selection of the new location (10). By varying the importance of the random component of the choice function, it is possible to test various hypothesis that give greater or less weight to the importance of accessibility.

The search and selection processes are similar to actual or proposed strategies in other dynamic models but differ in important ways. First, the random nature of the search process has been suggested by Okabe (32) and Harsman and Snickars (20). However, both of those studies hypothesize a simultaneous deterministic choice among a prespecified number of possible vacancies rather than the sequential probabilistic choice process in the present model. The sequential processing of households contrasts with the models incorporating systemwide optimization rules (16, 32).

The details of the search and selection processes are as follows. First, a mobility type is selected probabilistically (without replacement) from the list of households generated by the previous component. The probabilities are proportional to the actual numbers of households in each mobility category at the time the particular household is processed. If the mobility type is a job change only, a residential location is selected randomly from those locations with job-changing residents. Next, a job location is selected probabilistically (without replacement). The probabilities are proportional to the number of job vacancies at each job center. The accessibility-based choice function is then used to probabilistically accept or reject the job location. Since rejected job locations are not replaced, the household must accept the last location if all others have been exhausted. As all jobs at a given location are identical, this strategy is consistent with the assumption that rejection of a job implies rejection of all job opportunities at the location for that time period.

For the residential change only, a job location is selected probabilistically in proportion to the number of
residence-changing job holders at each location at the
time the household is processed. A residential location
is then selected randomly (with replacement) from those
locations with housing vacancies. The accessibility-
based decision rule is then used to accept or reject the
residential location. The process continues sequentially
until a residential location is selected or until a prespec-
ified maximum search length is encountered, in which
case the last location is selected.

Households simultaneously changing jobs and resi-
dences are first probabilistically classified into two
groups: those who select the residence first and those
who select the job first. The classification probabilities
are prespecified. Households subclassified into the first
category are then processed in the same way as job
changers and those in the second subclassification are
processed as residential changers.

The complete processing of all moving households
marks the end of the time period. Iterative processing
through subsequent time periods, or moving cycles,
continues until a terminal period is encountered.

ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

The purpose of the simulation is to study the effects of
household mobility processes and various physical char-
acteristics of urban systems on the home-to-work trans-
portation requirements. By sacrificing detail, a wide
range of simulation experiments can be examined.

Each simulation experiment involves variation of one
or more of the following inputs: (a) the dimensions of
the rectangular array; (b) the number, sizes, and loca-
tion of job centers; (c) the distribution of dwelling units
within the array; (d) the probabilistic accessibility-
based location choice rule; (e) the expected proportions
of mobility types; (f) the mobility rates; (g) the initial
pattern of home-to-job linkages; and (h) the level of ser-
vice on transportation links.

The experiments performed to date can be classified
by the essential purpose of the experiment. All experi-
ments have used the same expected proportions for mo-
bility types: one-third job changers, one-third residence
changers, and one-third simultaneous changers. In the
last category, half are expected to select the residence
first. Almost all the experiments have used a uniform
distribution of ten dwelling units per location and have
assumed uniform level of service on transportation
links, although some preliminary results modifying
these assumptions are available.

Four major categories of experiments have been per-
formed. First, the dynamic properties of urban sys-
tems have been examined by varying the initial pattern
of home-to-job linkages and the mobility rates. Second,
the effects of the accessibility-based decision rule on
home-job patterns have been examined by varying the choice function. Third, the effects of urban structure
on transportation requirements have been examined by
varying the dimensions of the array and the number,
size, and location of job centers. Finally, the effects
of variations in transportation level of service and the
density distribution of dwelling units were examined.

Over 40 simulation experiments have been run. Be-
cause the purpose of this paper is to illustrate method-
ology, an exhaustive description of the results will not
be given. Rather, general findings from the first two categories of experiments will be described. These categories contain the most easily interpretable results and the most definitive conclusions at this time.

Some results involving dynamic properties have been described elsewhere (33) and will only be summarized here. The major conclusion is that there appears to be an equilibrium pattern in home-to-job linkages aggregated over distance that is independent of the initial configuration and the mobility rate. However, the time required to reach equilibrium varies with the initial configuration and the mobility rates.

This conclusion is based on five experiments involving a 40 x 25 array with ten dwelling units per location. Two job centers located in the middle of the array in the short dimension and one-quarter of the length of the array from the edge in the long direction both contained 5000 jobs. Three percent of the dwelling units were vacant. The accessibility function was linear with a maximum probability of 95 percent at the minimum distance (1 block) and 5 percent at the maximum distance (42 blocks).

Three initial patterns and three mobility rates were used. The three patterns combined into a uniform pattern (roughly equal distribution of home-to-job linkages for each residential location), a concentrated pattern (every resident working at the closest job center), and the equilibrium pattern. The last pattern resulted from starting with all residences and jobs vacant and assigning the entire population in one time period. By necessity, all movers were simultaneous job and residential changers with probability of subclassifications equal to one-half. The three mobility rates were 0.5, 1, and 4 percent.

The apparent equilibrium is that obtained with the equilibrium initial pattern. The dynamic aspects of the path to equilibrium are illustrated in Figure 2. This figure depicts the distribution of households working in one job center for each residential location. Darker areas represent higher concentrations of workers. The initial configuration is the concentrated one, and the mobility rate is 4 percent. The pattern changes from one in which everyone in one-half of the city and no one in the other half is working at the job center to the equilibrium position in which the split is roughly two-thirds and one-third.

There are two major implications. First, for experiments concerned with equilibrium rather than dynamic properties, the equilibrium initial pattern can be generated directly, with substantial savings in computation costs. Second, the existence of equilibria seems to indicate that initial patterns inconsistent with the choice behavior resulting in the equilibria are unstable. For example, the situation involving the concentrated pattern may represent the outcome of the frequently advo-
The effects of alternative assumptions about the importance of accessibility in the location choice process can be examined by changing the accessibility-based location choice function. Five alternative functions, which are represented graphically in Figure 3, were examined. The dimensions of the array, the density distribution of dwelling units, and the number, size, and location of job centers were the same as in the previous sets of experiments. All experiments were the result of generating the equilibrium initial pattern.

The mean probability of acceptance, unweighted by the number of opportunities at each distance, is one-half for all alternative functions. However, the unweighted variances differ substantially. Conceptually, the alternative functions allow accessibility and other factors represented by the probabilistic nature of the functions to have varying importance. For example, function (e) in Figure 3 is consistent with the hypothesis that accessibility is of no importance. On the other hand, function (b) represents a situation where accessibility is crucial, i.e., close locations appear at random and external factors determine the selection. Function (b) also represents the case in which decisions are made with respect to a maximum accessibility threshold.

Tables 1 and 2 present data that summarize the results of the experiments according to the choice functions a-e in Figure 3. The first table presents the first and second moments of the home-to-work distance distribution for the urban area, while the second table lists the frequency distributions of the concentration of workers at the first job center over the 1000 residential locations. In addition, both tables contain the corresponding information for the concentrated and uniform initial patterns used in the previous set of experiments. These latter results delimit the range of possibilities; i.e., the concentrated pattern has accessibility as totally deterministic, while the uniform pattern is essentially independent of accessibility considerations.

Qualitatively, the results in the tables are not surprising. The most important accessibility is in the location choice function, the shorter the average home-to-work distance. Further, great importance assigned to accessibility appears to result in small variations around the average distance and, consequently, more homogeneity within individual residential locations. That is, Table 2 shows that the functions that correspond to greater emphasis on accessibility (b, d, concentrated) lead to situations where a large majority of residential locations have most of their workers at a single job center. Conversely, the remaining functions (a, c, e, uniform) yield more heterogeneous results. That is, the majority of residential locations have a fairly even distribution of workers at the two job centers.

Preliminary investigation using the results of these and other experiments indicates that these qualitative findings can be strengthened by relating input parameters to model outputs. For example, there appears to be a strong linear relationship between the unweighted second moment of the location choice function and the second moment of the home-to-work distance distribution. Verification of this relationship and further attempts to relate other inputs and outputs in a rigorous fashion are an important component of future work and will be instrumental in demonstrating the ultimate potential of the methodological approach.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The simulation methodology just described has the potential for yielding insights into the manner in which household choice processes and the locations of spatial opportunities result in patterns of home-to-work linkages. Current results are preliminary and await further research that will define relationships between model inputs and outputs more rigorously.

The modeling system is intentionally abstract. Consequently, it is not appropriate for examining the effects of a wide range of urban policies, such as policies involving housing and/or particular subgroups of the population. In addition, since the model does not necessarily represent any particular urban area, the conclusions that do emerge from particular types of experiments are likely to be general in nature.

These limitations contribute to the particular strength of the methodology, however. Rather than applying to only one particular urban area, as do most more detailed models, the current methodology allows the quick examination of conditions for a wide range of actual or potential urban systems. Consequently, any general findings are more likely to describe the class of urban systems rather than a particular urban area. In this way, the approach lies between the two major approaches used in previous studies of location choice. That is, rather than attempting to study particular location choice behavioral processes on the one hand or attempting to describe spatial regularity at an aggregate level on the other, this methodology has the potential for examining, in detail, the consequences of location behavior on the nature of urban systems in general.

Despite the abstract nature of the methodology, the existing model has been developed with careful attention to existing knowledge. This is reflected in the dynamic capabilities of the model, in the separation of the location choice process into the decision to move and search and select components, in the division of mobility decisions into job change and residence change and simultaneous change components, and in the fact that the loca-
tion choice function contains both accessibility and other factors subsumed under the random component of the function.

These four features allow a wide range of tests of competing hypotheses. In addition, the existing model can easily be changed to incorporate other hypotheses. For example, the dimensions of the urban area may expand over time, representing growth. Experiments of this nature have already been performed. Similarly, a simultaneous decision process among a number of alternative locations instead of the sequential binary process of acceptance or rejection in the current model can be easily represented within the simulation structure.

Since the model is abstract, it will ultimately be necessary to determine the extent to which it offers insights into real urban systems. At one extreme it may be only the mathematical system represented by the computer code, and at the other extreme it may be adapted to offer insights into particular urban areas. Preliminary evidence indicates that the model does, indeed, result in a reasonable representation of particular areas as indicated by a comparison of empirical and model home-to-work distance distributions (34).

In conclusion, a methodology has been developed that has the potential for yielding insights into the equilibrium and dynamic properties of urban systems. Such insights will be useful in identifying the extent to which the outcomes of planning decisions, such as the location of employment centers and transportation facilities, are constrained by household choice behavior and also by the reciprocal constraints of the existing urban opportunity structure on household choice.
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This paper describes an aggregate urban travel demand model designed for areawide transportation policy evaluation with limited preparation of input data and fast response times. It does not include supply models but it can be used by itself for travel demand predictions with exogenously specified transportation level-of-service changes or it can be incorporated in the framework of the TRANS model. The methodology is generally applicable to urban transportation sketch-planning situations in which large geographic units are used. Aggregation is performed over spatial travel alternatives and spatially distributed individuals to produce required aggregate travel demand forecasts. An efficient solution method for spatial aggregation was developed that employs mathematical functions, expressed in terms of coordinates in the urban space, to describe the spatial choice process and to represent the geographic distribution of behavioral units, spatial alternatives, level-of-service characteristics, and locational attributes. This allows the spatial aggregation problem to be solved efficiently, by integrating the travel demand models over the urbanized area. Monte Carlo simulation techniques are employed and the procedure entails (a) generation of a sample of representative households distributed over the urban area using available census data, (b) generation of a sample of destinations for each trip purpose for each household, (c) computation of travel demand forecasts for each household based on the sampled destinations using a system of disaggregate travel demand models, and (d) accumulation and expansion of disaggregate predictions to produce aggregate forecasts.

This paper describes the methodology and application of an aggregate model of urban travel behavior. The model is designed to be applied at a high level of geographic aggregation—the entire urban area—for quick assessment of urban transportation policies. The underlying methodology is applicable to a wider range of sketch-planning analyses that are characterized by the use of readily available input data (for example, from the U.S. Census) and fast response times. These features are essential for a successful integration of technical analysis and transportation decision-making processes.

Typically, the travel demand models employed in existing sketch-planning packages offer little policy sensitivity and require separate calibration for different levels of spatial aggregation or zone sizes.

The basic premise of this study is that the use of disaggregate travel behavior models (1, 2, 3, 4) in sketch-planning applications with appropriate aggregation procedures would remove these shortcomings. Although disaggregate choice models have many advantages over conventional aggregate travel demand models in general, their distinct advantages from the sketch-planning standpoint are that once estimated they can be applied to any desired level of geographic aggregation and that they have the potential of being transferred from one urban area to another.

The aggregate demand model developed in this study represents an extreme level of spatial aggregation since it treats an entire urban area as a single analysis unit. It is suited to metropolitan transportation planning studies in which impacts on specific areas are not required. When incorporated into a complete supply-demand analysis system, it can be used to determine scale and composition of transportation investments on an areawide basis, involving approximate funding allocations to modes and facility types, to construction and maintenance expenditures, etc. It can also be used to analyze aggregate impacts of pricing and operating policies such as fuel price change, parking cost surcharge, and areawide transit improvements.

The model can be used in the framework of the multimodal national urban transportation policy planning model.